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Abstract 24 

The idealized supercell simulations from our previous study are further analyzed to clarify 25 

the physical mechanisms leading to differences in mesocyclone intensification between an 26 

experiment with surface friction applied to the full wind (FWFRIC) and an experiment with 27 

friction applied to the environmental wind only (EnvFRIC). The low-level mesocyclone 28 

intensifies rapidly during the 3 minutes preceding tornadogenesis in FWFRIC, while the 29 

intensification during the same period is much weaker in EnvFRIC, which fails to produce a 30 

tornado. To quantify the mechanisms responsible for this discrepancy in mesocyclone evolution, 31 

material circuits enclosing the low-level mesocyclone are initialized and traced back in time, and 32 

circulation budgets for these circuits are analyzed. The results show that in FWFRIC, surface 33 

drag directly generates a substantial proportion of the final circulation around the mesocyclone, 34 

especially below 1 km AGL; in EnvFRIC, circulation budgets indicate the mesocyclone 35 

circulation is overwhelmingly barotropic. It is proposed that the import of near-ground, 36 

frictionally-generated vorticity into the low-level mesocyclone in FWFRIC is a key factor 37 

causing the intensification and lowering of the mesocyclone towards ground, creating a large 38 

upward vertical pressure gradient force that leads to tornadogenesis. Similar circulation analyses 39 

are also performed for circuits enclosing the tornado at its genesis stage. The frictionally 40 

generated circulation component is found to contribute more than half of the final circulation for 41 

circuits enclosing the tornado vortex below 400 m AGL, and the frictional contribution decreases 42 

monotonically with the height of the final circuit.43 
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1. Introduction 44 

Supercells are characterized by a persistent mesocyclone (Lemon and Doswell 1979), and the 45 

mid-level (3-6 km above ground level [AGL]) mesocyclone is understood to mainly result from 46 

tilting of vorticity associated with the vertical shear of environmental wind (Davies-Jones 1984). 47 

While all supercells feature mid-level rotation, some also develop mesocyclones below 2 km AGL, 48 

and this development can be important for tornadogenesis. Markowski et al. (1998) investigated 49 

the tendency for storms to produce tornadoes upon interacting with mesoscale boundaries during 50 

the VORTEX field experiment and found that the intensification of the low-level mesocyclone 51 

during these interactions to be a critical factor. In a climatological study of mesocyclones detected 52 

by WSR-88D radars across the United States, Trapp et al. (2005) found that while only 15% of 53 

mid-level mesocyclones were associated with tornadoes, more than 40% of low-level (below 1 km 54 

AGL) mesocyclones were tornadic. More recently, high-resolution modeling studies have also 55 

implicated the intensification of the low-level mesocyclone in supercell tornadogenesis (Mashiko 56 

et al. 2009; Schenkman et al. 2014). The dynamical link between the low-level mesocyclone 57 

intensification and tornadogenesis may be complex and multi-faceted. One potential instigating 58 

factor is the enhancement of low-level updraft via pressure drops aloft (Grasso and Cotton 1995; 59 

Wicker and Wilhelmson 1995; Noda and Niino 2010), which can augment stretching of vertical 60 

vorticity near the ground within an incipient vortex. Low-level mesocyclone intensification may 61 

also be associated with rear-flank downdraft (RFD) momentum surges (Schenkman et al. 2016), 62 

which can aid in tornadogenesis (Schenkman et al. 2014) and tornado maintenance (Marquis et al. 63 

2012), particularly when parcels comprising the surge have relatively modest potential temperature 64 

deficit (Lee et al. 2012; Skinner et al. 2014). 65 
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In more recent years, the potentially important role of surface drag in supercell dynamics and 66 

tornadogenesis has received increased interest in the severe storm research community. 67 

Schenkman et al. (2014) (hereafter S14) analyzed tornadogenesis processes within a 50-m 68 

simulation obtained earlier in Xue et al. (2014), which assimilated Doppler radar and other 69 

observations from the 8 May 2003 tornado case in Oklahoma. This study was one of the first 70 

realistic tornado simulations employing realistic, heterogeneous environmental conditions that 71 

include full model physics including surface friction; most earlier tornado modeling studies used 72 

horizontally homogeneous environmental conditions defined by a single sounding, and surface 73 

friction was not considered. Individual trajectory budgets were analyzed for parcels entering two 74 

different tornadoes produced by the simulated storm. These budgets showed drag to play a 75 

dominant role in generating horizontal vorticity which was ultimately tilted into the vertical and 76 

stretched within the tornadoes. Specifically, drag generated large horizontal vorticity within an 77 

RFD momentum surge (environmental inflow) in the first (second) simulated tornado. The 78 

dominance of frictional1 vorticity for trajectories entering the first tornado suggests the possibility 79 

that even when large baroclinic vorticity is available in close proximity to a developing vortex, 80 

there may be some cases in which frictional vorticity is nonetheless an important source. 81 

Mashiko (2016b) (hereafter MS16a) analyzed a mesocyclone in their 50-m simulation of the 6 82 

May 2012 tornadic supercell which struck Tsukuba City, Japan. Notably, this simulation used a 83 

heterogeneous, realistic initial condition derived from the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) 84 

operational mesoscale model analysis. In analyzing a material circuit initialized enclosing the low-85 

level mesocyclone about 2 min prior to tornadogenesis, MS16a found that the circulation about 86 

the circuit had doubled during the preceding 15 min. Most of this increase in circulation owed to 87 

                                                 
1 Throughout the paper, we will refer to horizontal vorticity generated by surface drag as frictional vorticity. 
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baroclinic forcing, but frictional forcing had a non-negligible secondary contribution. Mashiko 88 

(2016a) (hereafter MS16b) performed analyses of tornadogenesis in the same simulation. In the 89 

case of a material circuit initialized at 150 m AGL encircling the tornado at genesis time, a similar 90 

result was found to that for the low-level mesocyclone: most of the increase in circulation over the 91 

preceding 15 min owed to baroclinic forcing, but frictional forcing was a secondary positive 92 

contributor. In MS16b, an RFD outflow surge is said to trigger tornadogenesis, implying the 93 

presence of a mature cold pool near the tornado. MS16b performed a sensitivity experiment in 94 

which evaporation of rain and melting of ice-phase hydrometeors were disabled, preventing 95 

diabatic cooling. A vortex also developed in this experiment, but was substantially weaker than 96 

the one in the control run. Circulation analysis of a material circuit about the tornado in the 97 

sensitivity experiment without diabatic cooling suggested that friction contributed a large 98 

proportion of the circulation around its weaker vortex, although the integrated and interpolated 99 

circulation values did not agree especially well. 100 

Roberts et al. (2016) (hereafter R16) conducted idealized simulations of a supercell to assess 101 

the impact of surface drag on tornadogenesis. Unlike in MS16a, the simulations of R16 were 102 

initialized with a single sounding and lacked terrain. Two simulation experiments were performed 103 

and compared. In one experiment, the surface drag was applied to the full wind (referred to as full-104 

wind friction, or FWFRIC, hereafter) while in the other experiment, the surface drag is applied to 105 

the environmental wind only (EnvFRIC hereafter). The environmental wind profile was set up to 106 

be in balance among the Coriolis, environmental horizontal pressure gradient and frictional forces 107 

in the experiments. A tornado developed in FWFRIC only 1500 s into the simulation, before a 108 

mature cold pool was established, suggesting a fundamentally different genesis mode than that in 109 

MS16b. Through trajectory-based vorticity budget analyses, R16 found direct impacts of surface 110 
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friction that led to tornadogenesis in the FWFRIC experiment but not in the EnvFRIC experiment. 111 

Specifically, surface drag was found to have two roles in promoting the development of a tornado. 112 

First, drag generated new horizontal vorticity as near-ground flow accelerated towards the low-113 

level mesocyclone, and this frictional vorticity was ultimately tilted into the vertical within and 114 

near the incipient tornado. Second, drag enhanced low-level horizontal convergence, promoting 115 

enhanced updraft near the ground which augmented stretching of vertical vorticity, ultimately 116 

leading to a stronger low-level mesocyclone and subsequent development of a tornado. 117 

Markowski (2016) (hereafter M16) used highly idealized simulations to evaluate the relative 118 

roles of barotropic, frictional (“viscous”), and baroclinic vorticity in vortex-genesis for supercell-119 

like pseudostorms. Although the methodology of M16 features some overlap with that of R16 from 120 

a conceptual standpoint, an important difference is that the simulations of M16 were dry, using an 121 

analytically-defined artificial heat sink in lieu of a precipitation-driven downdraft characteristic of 122 

a supercell. Nonetheless, the idealized setup of M16 made possible an array of experiments where 123 

causality is relatively straightforward. In his simulations, when an environmental sounding with 124 

primarily crosswise vorticity in the lowest 250 m AGL was used, a tornado-like vortex developed 125 

early in the pseudostorm evolution (similar to the full-wind drag simulation of R16). This early 126 

vortex occurred in simulations using both free-slip and semi-slip (i.e., containing parameterized 127 

drag) lower boundary conditions. When a different background sounding was used wherein the 128 

environmental vorticity in the lowest 250 m AGL was instead primarily streamwise, an early 129 

vortex was not observed in either the semi-slip or free-slip simulation; instead, a stronger vortex 130 

eventually developed later in the simulations when cool “outflow” from the heat sink reached the 131 

low-level mesocyclone. Using material circuits initialized around the vortex and traced backward 132 

in time, M16 demonstrated that frictional vorticity contributes about half of the final circulation in 133 
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the semi-slip simulation with crosswise initial vorticity. However, the free-slip simulation 134 

initialized with the same hodograph developed a similar but stronger vortex that owed almost 135 

entirely to barotropic vorticity. This result implies that early-storm vortex-genesis in the absence 136 

of meaningful baroclinity may be possible without surface drag in cases where large crosswise 137 

near-ground vorticity is present in the environment. Nonetheless, because surface drag exists in 138 

the real world, the semi-slip simulations in M16 should be more realistic than their free-slip 139 

counterparts. 140 

Collectively, the results of recent studies addressing drag’s role in high-resolution numerical 141 

simulations support the possibility of a significant role of friction in supercell tornadogenesis, and 142 

the role tends to be larger for tornadogenesis at earlier stages of storm evolution when a mature 143 

cold pool has not been established. Observations of real supercells suggest this mode is less 144 

common than “mature-storm” genesis, but Doppler radars have observed storms which produced 145 

a tornado within half an hour of the first echoes (Palmer et al. 2011). Some non-supercell tornadoes 146 

may also develop this way (Xue et al. 2016). As asserted in R16, the relevance of simulated “early-147 

storm” tornadoes to supercell tornadoes in the real world is the subject of ongoing investigation. 148 

While the “early-storm” tornado in R16 (and in M16’s simulations with large crosswise vorticity) 149 

provides evidence for the physical plausibility of non-baroclinic vorticity sources dominating 150 

tornadogenesis dynamics in certain situations, it is unclear how often supercell tornadoes actually 151 

occur in the absence of precipitation-cooled air nearby. 152 

While R16 studied the direct impacts of surface fiction on tornadogenesis by analyzing 153 

vorticity budgets along the air parcels that feed into the tornado, it did not quantitatively investigate 154 

why the mesocyclone was much stronger and lower before tornadogenesis in the FWFRIC case or 155 

to what degree the frictionally generated vorticity contributes to the mesocyclone circulation. It 156 
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was clear in R16 that the rapid lowering and intensification of the low-level mesocyclone below 1 157 

km AGL in FWFRIC played a crucial role in instigating tornadogenesis (see their Figs. 5 and 6). 158 

It is therefore important to understand the causes of the disparate mesocyclone evolution between 159 

FWFRIC and EnvFRIC. Furthermore, the vorticity analyses of R16 were primarily based on a 160 

representative backward parcel trajectory that was initialized within the tornado vortex at 400 m 161 

AGL. As such, questions remained regarding the vorticity source(s) for parcels entering the 162 

tornado at different heights; the same questions also apply to the preceding low-level mesocyclone. 163 

To help answer these questions, circulation analyses similar to those employed in M16 and 164 

MS16a,b are performed in this study. 165 

As a direct extension of R16, this paper analyzes the same pair of simulations (FWFRIC and 166 

EnvFRIC), but focuses primarily on the evolution and dynamics of the low-level mesocyclone 167 

preceding tornadogenesis. Circulation-based analyses of mesocyclone and tornado dynamics are 168 

performed to compliment and extend the trajectory-based analyses of R16. The remainder of this 169 

paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the model configuration and experimental 170 

setup described at length in R16. Section 3 presents analyses of the simulated low-level 171 

mesocyclone evolution and circulation budgets for the mesocyclone and tornado. Section 4 172 

includes a summary, conclusions, and suggested directions for future research. 173 

2. Methodology 174 

As mentioned earlier, this study is an extension of the analysis in R16 and utilizes data from 175 

the same simulations, FWFRIC and EnvFRIC, described therein. Details of the model 176 

configuration and experimental design are found in Section 2 of R16. As a brief summary, the 177 

simulations are conducted using the Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS) (Xue et al. 178 

2000; Xue et al. 2001) on a grid with 50-m spacing in the horizontal. The vertical grid is stretched, 179 
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with a grid spacing of 20 m near the ground that increased to 400 m above 10 km AGL. The initial 180 

condition is horizontally homogeneous, except for an artificial thermal bubble near the center of 181 

the domain used to instigate deep moist convection. 182 

The background sounding is based on a sounding used by Dawson et al. (2010) (hereafter 183 

DA10); it was extracted from a real data 3-km simulation of the 3 May 1999 tornado outbreak in 184 

central Oklahoma, as documented in Dawson et al. (2015) (hereafter DA15). This sounding is 185 

further modified, as described in R16, such that the wind profile is in a three-force balance among 186 

the horizontal pressure gradient force (PGF), Coriolis force, and parameterized surface drag in the 187 

model. The procedure used to attain this balance and its implications were described at length in 188 

Section 2b of R16. In summary, the original sounding profile used in DA10 (hereafter, this 189 

sounding profile is referred to as MAY3) is used to initialize a 1D column run in ARPS with 190 

surface drag enabled and the drag coefficient Cd = 0.01, as in the full 3D experiments of R16 191 

(whose data are further analyzed in this paper). The 1.5-order TKE-based subgrid-scale (SGS) 192 

turbulence mixing parameterization is also used, as in the full 3D simulations (note that the original 193 

extracted sounding profile had already been subject to the 1.5-order TKE-based PBL 194 

parameterization mixing in the 3-km real data simulation, as described in DA15). The column run 195 

is integrated for 48 h in order for the profile to reach a steady state that is in a three-force balance 196 

(among the horizontal PGF, Coriolis and internal frictional forces). The final profile at the end of 197 

this run (hereafter MAY3B) is used to initialize the 3D simulations in R16. As discussed in R16, 198 

one drawback of this methodology is that it effectively assumes the wind profile in MAY3 is 199 

geostrophic. R16 estimated that the 0-1 km storm-relative helicity (SRH) in profile MAY3B is 200 

approximately 20% larger than it would have been had the 1D column run been initialized with a 201 

better-estimated (but unknown) geostrophic wind profile. 202 
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As described in R16, in the ARPS model, the surface drag comes into the model in the form 203 

of horizontal momentum stresses defined at the ground surface (Eqs. (1) and (2) in R16), and the 204 

parameterized stresses are proportional to the drag coefficient Cd, the surface wind speed, and the 205 

wind component that the stress acts on. Such parameterized stresses at the lower boundary replace 206 

stress tenors that would otherwise be calculated using the SGS turbulence parameterization 207 

scheme; therefore, they serve as the lower boundary conditions for the vertical fluxes of horizontal 208 

momentum within the turbulence mixing terms of the horizontal momentum equations. The effects 209 

of surface drag are propagated upward into the flow mainly through the turbulence mixing terms, 210 

which can also be called the internal frictional force.  211 

The sole difference between experiments FWFRIC and EnvFRIC lies in the formulation of 212 

parameterized surface drag. In FWFRIC, surface drag is proportional to the full ground-relative 213 

wind speed; i.e., the drag acts on the full wind, including any perturbation wind introduced by the 214 

convective storm. In EnvFRIC, however, surface drag is only applied to the environmental base-215 

state wind (defined by our initial balanced sounding); it does not act on perturbation winds induced 216 

by the simulated storm. The drag in EnvFRIC therefore acts strictly to maintain the three-force 217 

balance implicit in the environmental sounding, while leaving storm-induced perturbation wind 218 

unaffected. The direct effect of surface drag on the simulated storm itself is excluded in EnvFRIC.  219 

More discussions on this methodology can be found in R16. In practical terms, FWFRIC is 220 

designed to illustrate how the simulated storm evolves when drag acts as it does in nature, while 221 

EnvFRIC is designed to illustrate how the storm evolves when drag only acts to create the 222 

background wind profile. 223 

It should be noted that given the grid spacing we use (50-m in the horizontal and 20-m in the 224 

vertical near the ground), our simulations are essentially large eddy simulations (LESs). The 1.5-225 
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order TKE-based SGS-turbulence mixing scheme within ARPS, that is primarily based on Moeng 226 

and Wyngaard (1988), is therefore appropriate for our simulations. The mixing terms act to 227 

propagate the effects of surface drag into the flow interior, and appear as fictional force terms on 228 

the right hand side of the horizontal momentum equations. It is known that SGS turbulence closure 229 

schemes in LES often have issues near a rigid wall as the turbulent eddies become increasingly 230 

smaller near the wall; a special near-wall stress model has been designed to deal with such issues 231 

(Chow et al. 2005), but is not yet in common use for convective storm simulations such as those 232 

in the present study. Mason and Thomson (1992) show that typical LES schemes often 233 

overestimate the gradient of parallel velocity components near a rigid wall; this suggests that the 234 

vertical shear of the horizontal wind very close to the ground (the lowest 50 m AGL or so) may be 235 

overestimated somewhat in our simulation, but we believe the results obtained in this study should 236 

still be qualitatively valid. We also note that Markowski and Bryan (2016) (hereafter MB16) 237 

examine potential problems in LES simulations where the environmental inflow is laminar and 238 

subject to surface drag, starting from an initial wind profile that is constant with height. In such a 239 

scenario, owing to the absence of sufficient vertical turbulence mixing, the vertical shear near the 240 

ground can be excessively large within a few hours of model integration. In our simulations, 241 

because the initial sounding has already been subject to surface drag and is in a three-force balance, 242 

the primary issue highlighted in MB16 should not apply; a more detailed discussion is given in 243 

Section 3d.  244 

3. Analysis of simulations 245 

a. Overview of mesocyclone evolution in FWFRIC and EnvFRIC 246 

A more complete overview of experiments FWFRIC and EnvFRIC can be found in Section 3a 247 

of R16. In this subsection, we will focus specifically on the mesocyclone evolution. 248 
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Time-height sections of horizontal domainwide maximum vertical velocity are presented for 249 

FWFRIC (Fig. 1a) and EnvFRIC (Fig. 1c) for the mesocyclone development and intensification 250 

period. Beginning around 1200 s, the 20 m s-1 maximum updraft contour lowers toward the ground 251 

more rapidly in FWFRIC than in EnvFRIC. After 1320 s, maximum updraft below 1 km AGL 252 

strengthens rapidly in FWFRIC while remaining nearly steady in EnvFRIC. By 1350 s, the 16 m 253 

s-1 maximum updraft has descended below 100 m AGL; by 1400 s, updraft exceeding 50 m s-1 254 

exists below 1 km AGL (Fig. 1a). 255 

The domainwide maximum vertical vorticity begins to attain larger values in FWFRIC (Fig. 256 

1b) than in EnvFRIC (Fig. 1d) at around 1280 s below 1 km AGL, with the values in FWFRIC 257 

becoming much larger by 1320 s. Overall, the mesocyclone below 1 km AGL in FWFRIC 258 

intensifies markedly during the period from 1200-1380 s, with the most rapid intensification 259 

occurring after 1320 s. By 1500 s, vertical vorticity exceeding 0.5 s-1 has descended to about 100 260 

m AGL (Fig. 1b). By comparison, the low-level mesocyclone in EnvFRIC exhibits much more 261 

modest intensification that occurs gradually from 1200-1500 s; by 1500 s, the maximum below 2 262 

km AGL is only about 0.25 s-1 (Fig. 1d). 263 

Vertical cross-sections of perturbation pressure and vertical vorticity through the center of the 264 

low-level mesocyclone2 are presented in Fig. 2 for four times at one minute intervals during the 265 

mesocyclone intensification period. For context, horizontal cross-sections of updraft, rainwater 266 

mixing ratio, and vertical vorticity are presented in Fig. 3 at the first and last of these four times, 267 

with heavy dashed lines highlighting the x-z planes of the corresponding vertical sections in Fig. 268 

2.  At 1200 s, the pressure and vorticity fields are qualitatively similar between the two experiments 269 

(Fig. 2a and Fig. 2e), and this similarity continues through 1260 s (Fig. 2b and f), although 270 

                                                 
2 The center point was chosen manually at each plotted time by identifying the mesocyclone’s center of 

circulation at 1000 m AGL. 
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somewhat larger cyclonic vorticity has begun to develop in FWFRIC. By 1320 s, a vertically 271 

coherent region of enhanced cyclonic vorticity is apparent in FWFRIC around y = 64000 m; 272 

pressure deficits larger than 4 hPa extend substantially lower toward the ground in FWFRIC than 273 

EnvFRIC (Fig. 2c and g). Finally, at 1380 s, the negative perturbation pressure at the center of the 274 

mesocyclone has become much stronger in FWFRIC than in EnvFRIC (Fig. 2d and h). The zone 275 

of relatively small pressure deficits near the ground centered around y = 64500 m in both 276 

experiments is the storm-scale convergence boundary, directly above which the strongest cyclonic 277 

vorticity exists in the mesocyclone. It is noteworthy that the perturbation pressure contours above 278 

the boundary are oriented more horizontally in FWFRIC (Fig. 1d) than in EnvFRIC (Fig. 1h), 279 

illustrating that the mesocyclone in FWFRIC is not only stronger overall, but has more effectively 280 

lowered toward the ground over a broad extent. 281 

Corresponding vertical cross-sections of vertical perturbation pressure gradient force (VPPGF) 282 

and vertical velocity are presented in Fig. 4. From 1200-1260 s, these fields appear remarkably 283 

similar between the two experiments (Fig. 4a-b and e-f). At 1320 s, the upward-directed VPPGF 284 

around 500 m AGL has become modestly stronger in FWFRIC than in EnvFRIC (Fig. 4c and g). 285 

By 1380 s, this discrepancy has become much larger, with VPPGF values at 500 m AGL in 286 

FWFRIC more than double those in EnvFRIC (Fig. 4d and h). The 20 m s-1
 updraft contour has 287 

also descended to 400 m AGL in FWFRIC, while it remains at around 600 m AGL in EnvFRIC. 288 

Based on these vertical sections, it is apparent that the larger VPPGF is dominantly driving the 289 

enhanced updraft below 1 km AGL in FWFRIC, particularly as thermal buoyancy is negligible in 290 

this region at this stage of the simulation in both experiments (not shown). 291 
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Based on the analysis above, the intensification of the low-level mesocyclone in FWFRIC 292 

appears to involve a positive feedback cycle. This cycle consists of two processes. Firstly3, the 293 

stronger updraft above the sharper surface convergence boundary in FWFRIC (c.f. Fig. 4 in R16) 294 

enhances vertical stretching of environmental vorticity (after it is tilted) and leads to a stronger 295 

mesocyclone. Larger vorticity within the stronger mesocyclone produces larger pressure deficits 296 

via the “spin” term of the dynamic pressure equation. Secondly, the reduced pressure around 1 km 297 

AGL in FWFRIC increases the VPPGF immediately below, further augmenting the updraft and 298 

intensifying the vertical vorticity through stretching. This process also effectively lowers the base 299 

of the mesocyclone and further increases the near-ground VPPGF. Thus, a positive feedback exists 300 

between the intensification of updraft and vertical vorticity in the low-level mesocyclone. This 301 

type of feedback is common in the midlevel mesocyclone as a supercell develops and intensifies, 302 

but in this case, the feedback appears also to occur closer to the ground where environmental 303 

vorticity is a less effective source of vertical vorticity (Davies-Jones 1984). The vorticity dynamics 304 

of the mesocyclone intensification will be analyzed in the following subsection. We will see that 305 

the tilting of horizontal vorticity generated by surface friction also plays an important role in the 306 

mesocyclone intensification.  307 

b. Circulation analyses of material circuits enclosing the mesocyclone 308 

To clarify the physical processes contributing to vertical vorticity in the low-level 309 

mesocyclone, material circuits are initialized within horizontal planes at various heights; the 310 

circuits are constructed such that they closely enclose the mesocyclone at various times. Rotunno 311 

and Klemp (1985) first employed material circuits to analyze mesocyclone dynamics within a 312 

                                                 
3 We do not use “first” or “second” in a chronological sense here, as it is not entirely clear which of the two 

processes initiates the feedback cycle. 
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supercell simulation. In the present study, the material circuits are formed by individual parcels 313 

whose trajectories are integrated backward in time using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (as 314 

in R16) using a 0.5 s integration time step (via temporal interpolation of model output wind fields, 315 

which are available every 2 s). When a material circuit is initialized, parcels are placed along the 316 

circuit approximately 19 m apart. The initial circuits are circular and contained within a horizontal 317 

plane. During backward integration of the trajectories, at each time step, the three-dimensional 318 

distance between each pair of adjacent parcels is checked. If this distance exceeds 25 m, a new 319 

parcel is initialized at the midpoint of the line segment joining the two parcels. As such, the number 320 

of parcels comprising the circuit can increase during integration as needed. This technique of 321 

parcel addition for circuit analysis was also employed by Markowski and Richardson (2014); its 322 

purpose is to ensure that the circuit is properly sampled along its entire extent, avoiding the 323 

development of large gaps between parcels on the circuit. 324 

The circulation about a material circuit is defined as: 325 

𝐶 = ∮ 𝒗 ∙ 𝑑𝒍 ( 1 ) 326 

where 𝒗 is the velocity vector and 𝑑𝒍 is a segment of circuit (directed counterclockwise). Kelvin’s 327 

Circulation Theorem states that in the barotropic limit and with conservative body forces, 328 

circulation is a conserved quantity for a material circuit. In other words, only baroclinity or 329 

nonconservative body forces (such as viscous effects) can modify the value of circulation as a 330 

circuit evolves over time. In our case, the prognostic equation for circulation can be written as: 331 

𝑑𝐶

𝑑𝑡
= ∮ 𝑭 ∙ 𝑑𝒍 + ∮ 𝐵 𝑑𝑧 ( 2 ) 332 

where 𝑭 is the internal frictional force given by the SGS mixing terms. In our case, the mixing 333 

terms include both SGS turbulence mixing and computational diffusion terms; they arise out of 334 

physical and computational considerations and they act together to propagate the effect of surface 335 
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drag into the flow interior. 𝐵 in (2) is buoyancy. From Stokes’ Theorem, circulation about a circuit 336 

is equal to the integral of vorticity over a surface bounded by the circuit, which implies that the 337 

average vorticity normal to the surface bounded by the circuit is proportional to its circulation. In 338 

the case of a purely horizontal circuit, then, the average vertical vorticity within the enclosed area 339 

is proportional to circulation. With this in mind, initializing horizontal material circuits enclosing 340 

the mesocyclone and tracing them backward in time enables us to trace the evolution of the bulk 341 

vorticity within the mesocyclone through circulation budgets. This not only provides a holistic 342 

assessment of the mesocyclone, but by utilizing many parcels also reduces the opportunity for the 343 

type of rapid error growth that budget calculations along individual trajectories are prone to. 344 

For the analysis herein, we construct circular material circuits with a radius of 1.5 km and 345 

center them on the wind field’s center of circulation (which is identified subjectively based on 346 

plotted wind vectors, and is not necessarily coincident with vorticity maximum) at the height and 347 

time of initialization. This radius allows the circuits to enclose the core of the low-level 348 

mesocyclone completely, but also tends to keep constituent parcels far enough radially outward 349 

from the chaotic wind field near vorticity maxima to avoid rapid error growth in trajectory 350 

calculations. We integrate the trajectories for parcels comprising the circuits backward for 10 min 351 

(600 s), as integrating further backward in time tends to result in extremely complex circuit shapes 352 

with unreliable circulation budgets in some cases. Here we note that when circuit parcels pass 353 

below the lowest scalar grid level in the model (10 m AGL), all quantities (besides vertical velocity 354 

w and its mixing term, which are defined at the ground level) used in the circulation budget 355 

calculations are held constant vertically within the 0-10 m AGL layer. Complications related to 356 

the treatment of near-ground parcels were discussed at length in R16; in the present study, because 357 

we analyze material circuits consisting of many parcels, discarding those which pass below the 358 
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lowest scalar level is impractical. Instead, we accept the uncertainty associated with the simplistic 359 

treatment below 10 m AGL, while expecting that the resulting circulation budgets will still be 360 

qualitatively correct if the integrated circulation budgets agree well with model-predicted 361 

circulation values. 362 

Fig. 5a (Fig. 5d) presents an overview of circuits initialized in FWFRIC (EnvFRIC) around 363 

the mesocyclone at 500 m AGL at 1320 s. At this time, intensification of the low-level 364 

mesocyclone in FWFRIC has just begun. Over the preceding 10 min, circulation for the circuit in 365 

FWFRIC has increased by about 10%, with mixing accounting for most of the increase (Fig. 5b). 366 

Circulation about the circuit in EnvFRIC has decreased by about 5% over the same period, with 367 

mixing again playing a more prominent role than baroclinic forcing (Fig. 5e). The mixing forcing 368 

term tends to be most positive (negative) in FWFRIC (EnvFRIC) from around 960-1200 s, while 369 

the baroclinic term oscillates from positive to negative with a small net impact in both experiments 370 

(Fig. 5c and Fig. 5f). Overall, the change in circulation for these circuits is small in a relative sense, 371 

implying that most of the mesocyclone vorticity at 1320 s is barotropic in origin4. 372 

Fig. 6a and Fig. 6d present an overview for analogous circuits at 500 m AGL, but initialized 373 

at 1380 s. The cyclonic vorticity maxima inside the circuit in FWFRIC (Fig. 6a) have intensified 374 

relative to those initialized a minute earlier (Fig. 5a), indicative of the rapid low-level mesocyclone 375 

intensification underway. The time series of circulation for the FWFRIC circuit (Fig. 6b) exhibits 376 

a dramatic change from that in Fig. 5b: circulation nearly doubles during the 10 min preceding the 377 

circuit initialization at 1380 s, and a large majority of this increase is due to mixing  (Fig. 6c). For 378 

the circuit in EnvFRIC, the evolution of circulation is quite similar to the circuit initialized a minute 379 

                                                 
4 This is true to the extent that circulation about the circuit at the beginning of the integration period is entirely 

barotropic; that is, that baroclinic and mixing forcing have not acted on the circuit during the very early part of the 

simulation. In reality, friction likely has contributed some small portion of this circulation. 
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earlier, with a small (< 10%) decrease over the period owing primarily to mixing (Fig. 6e). A time 380 

series of the circulation forcing terms for the circuit in FWFRIC indicates that mixing forcing 381 

rapidly increases between 900-1020 s, then remains large and positive until 1260 s (Fig. 6c). As 382 

such, mixing augments circulation rapidly from about 6 min to 2 min prior to the circuit reaching 383 

the periphery of the mesocyclone. For EnvFRIC, the mixing term is once again weakly negative 384 

during this same period (Fig. 6f). In both simulations, baroclinic forcing again oscillates between 385 

weakly positive and negative values. 386 

The mixing term’s relative contribution to the final value of circulation for the circuit in 387 

FWFRIC initialized at 1380 s is much larger (~50%) than in the circuit initialized at 1320 s (~10%). 388 

Between 1320-1380 s, the low-level mesocyclone also intensifies and lowers toward the ground. 389 

Thus, the introduction of large vorticity generated by surface drag via the mixing term5 into the 390 

mesocyclone seems to be an important component in the intensification and lowering of the 391 

mesocyclone. Fig. 7 displays time series of circuit parcel height distribution (below 1 km AGL) as 392 

heatmaps. The circuit in FWFRIC initialized at 1320 s (Fig. 7a) contains a substantially smaller 393 

fraction of parcels lying below 40 m AGL throughout the integration period when compared with 394 

the circuit initialized at 1380 s (Fig. 7b). Physically, this implies that the low-level mesocyclone 395 

is drawing a larger proportion of its air from the near-ground layer at 1380 s than it had been a 396 

minute earlier at 1320 s; in turn, this allows surface drag to have a larger impact on the circuit at 397 

1380 s. By contrast, when considering the circuits in EnvFRIC, the fraction of parcels in the lowest 398 

40 m AGL remains similar for circuit initialized at 1320 s (Fig. 7c) and 1380 s (Fig. 7d). This 399 

result is more in line with the anemic mesocyclone intensification seen in EnvFRIC during this 400 

period. 401 

                                                 
5 The mixing term is large near ground because of the strong vertical gradient of the horizontal wind created by 

surface drag. 
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To clarify the physical mechanisms driving this change in circulation, it is helpful to visualize 402 

the spatial evolution of the material circuit and the forcing terms along it. Note that in the following 403 

figures, we shade “forcing per unit length” along the circuit to illustrate where forcing terms are 404 

the most prominent in a spatial sense. The quantities shaded in these figures are, for mixing (3) 405 

and baroclinic (4) forcing: 406 

𝑭 ∙𝑑𝒍

|𝑑𝒍|
 ( 3 ) 407 

𝐵 𝑑𝑧

|𝑑𝒍|
 ( 4 ) 408 

where 𝑭 and 𝐵 are mean values along a line segment connecting two adjacent parcels along the 409 

circuit, and |𝑑𝒍| is the length of the line segment. 410 

Fig. 8 illustrates the evolution of the material circuit initialized around the mesocyclone at 500 411 

m AGL in FWFRIC at 1320 s. At 960 s (6 min prior to the circuit’s initialization), the western 412 

portion of the circuit extends upward to nearly 2000 m AGL in height and exhibits a complex 413 

structure with many kinks. By contrast, the eastern half of the circuit contains large segments lying 414 

within the lowest 200 m AGL that feature only modest curvature, although the easternmost portion 415 

loops back upward to about 500 m AGL. At 1140 s, the circuit shape is qualitatively similar, 416 

although it has contracted slightly. Finally, at 1320 s, the circuit evolves into the circular shape we 417 

initialize it with at 500 m AGL. Circulation forcing from mixing remains relatively small in 418 

magnitude throughout the circuit’s evolution, except for the vertical segments along its western 419 

extent. Here, diffusion within a region of compensating downdraft around the main storm updraft 420 

(not shown) tends to produce dipoles in the mixing term which largely offset one another (e.g., the 421 

forcing may be positive along portions of an “upward-pointing” segment of the circuit, but there 422 

tends to be similar-magnitude negative forcing along the adjacent segment that descends from the 423 

circuit’s summit). Thus, the net mixing forcing remains relatively small at all times. This pattern 424 
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of dipoles with offsetting forcings along the higher portions of the circuit on its northwest flank is 425 

also seen with the baroclinic forcing term, as well. 426 

Fig. 9 illustrates the evolution for the circuit in FWFRIC initialized at 500 m AGL and at 1380 427 

s, when rapid intensification of the low-level mesocyclone is underway. In terms of the shape and 428 

spatial distribution of the circuit, the evolution is qualitatively similar to the circuit in Fig. 8 which 429 

was initialized 1 min earlier, although we note that the total proportion of circuit lying very near 430 

the ground is larger for the circuit initialized at 1380 s (c.f. Fig. 7a,b). Examination of the mixing 431 

term reveals a crucial difference for this later circuit: at 1020 s and 1200 s, the forcing is large and 432 

positive for much of the segment that lies along the ground along the circuit’s southern extent. 433 

This segment exists within the inflow region east of the low-level mesocyclone, where R16 showed 434 

substantial crosswise vorticity generation by surface drag (e.g., their Fig. 16). As such, it is 435 

straightforward to interpret the physical meaning of the large positive mixing forcing on this 436 

segment of the circuit. The mixing term, under the influence of surface drag, represents a force 437 

directed toward the east. This force opposes the local westward-directed flow (i.e., inflow air 438 

accelerating into the mesocyclone to the west). Because the local flow here contributes negatively 439 

to circulation (i.e., it is locally consistent with clockwise flow about the circuit), a force retarding 440 

the flow actually contributes positively to total circulation about the circuit. This is simply a 441 

manifestation of the frictionally-generated vorticity in the inflow region contributing to cyclonic 442 

vorticity in the low-level mesocyclone, much as it contributed to the tornado’s vorticity for 443 

individual parcels analyzed in R16. For comparison, the evolution of the equivalent circuit 444 

(initialized at 500 m AGL, 1380 s) in EnvFRIC is presented in Fig. 10. While the spatial 445 

distribution of the circuit shares considerable similarity to that in Fig. 9, the main segment lying 446 

near the ground experiences weak negative mixing forcing at 1020 s and 1200 s. This result implies 447 
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generation of antistreamwise vorticity for parcels in this region, as predicted by M16 for the case 448 

of a free-slip lower boundary (see their Fig. 24): in the absence of surface drag (on the perturbation 449 

wind) that acts to create large vertical shear, the mixing mainly acts to reduce the magnitude of 450 

vorticity extrema (in the case of EnvFRIC, it reduces the large barotropic streamwise vorticity in 451 

the inflow region). 452 

To evaluate the contribution of frictionally generated vorticity for air parcels at other heights 453 

in the mesocyclone, additional circuits were initialized surrounding the mesocyclone at 1000 m 454 

and 2000 m AGL in FWFRIC and EnvFRIC at the same times as the aforementioned circuits. Fig. 455 

11 presents circulation budgets for circuits initialized at 1320 s. In FWFRIC, the circuits at 500 m, 456 

1000 m, and 2000 m AGL all experience a similar relative increase over the preceding 10 min 457 

(Fig. 11a), with both mixing and baroclinic forcing representing positive contributions (Fig. 11b). 458 

In EnvFRIC, the net changes in circulation over the preceding 10 min are relatively small for all 459 

heights (Fig. 11c), and the mixing force imposes small negative contributions in all cases (Fig. 460 

11d). 461 

Circulation budgets for circuits in FWFRIC initialized at 1380 s tell a much different story: 462 

the relative increase in circulation over the preceding 10 min is much larger at 500 m AGL (62%) 463 

than at 1000 m AGL (28%) and 2000 m AGL (14%) (Fig. 12a). This discrepancy with height owes 464 

primarily to the mixing term, whose integrated contribution becomes progressively smaller with 465 

height6 (Fig. 12b). Because the lowering of the mesocyclone in FWFRIC seems to be a crucial 466 

difference relative to EnvFRIC immediately preceding tornadogenesis in the former, these 467 

                                                 
6 The discrepancy in the mixing contribution over the 10 min integration window does not represent all 

generation that has occurred along the circuit since the beginning of the simulation; it is possible that the circuits 

initialized at 1000 m and 2000 m AGL experienced some mixing generation due to surface drag before the 

integration time window. However, earlier in the simulation, the storm-induced ground-relative perturbation wind 

tends to be weak; thus, frictional vorticity generation should be modest. 
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circulation budgets further implicate frictional vorticity: at 500 m AGL, where the mesocyclone is 468 

much stronger in FWFRIC than EnvFRIC by 1380 s, the frictional contribution is substantially 469 

larger than at 1000-2000 m AGL. These results indicate that the contribution of frictionally 470 

generated vorticity is large for parcels entering the low-level mesocyclone in FWFRIC. It should 471 

be noted that while baroclinic forcing plays a much smaller role, it is still a non-negligible 472 

secondary positive contribution to the final circulation at 500 m and 1000 m AGL. For the circuits 473 

in EnvFRIC at 1380 s (Fig. 12c and d), the budgets at all heights are qualitatively similar to those 474 

at 1320 s, mirroring the relatively steady intensity of the mesocyclone over the interim period. 475 

c. Circulation analyses of material circuits enclosing the tornado in FWFRIC 476 

The circulation analyses presented above have established the important role of surface drag 477 

acting on the storm-induced flow for the intensification of the low-level mesocyclone which 478 

precedes tornadogenesis in FWFRIC. In R16, only trajectory-based vorticity budget analyses were 479 

performed. To clarify the results of R16 and increase their robustness, we apply the same 480 

circulation analysis techniques to the incipient tornado in FWFRIC. In this case, horizontal, 481 

circular material circuits of radius 1.5 km are initialized at six heights – 100 m, 200 m, 400 m, 600 482 

m, 800 m, and 1000 m AGL – enclosing the incipient tornado at 1500 s. The 1.5 km radius, which 483 

was again chosen to keep circuit parcels away from strong wind gradients that greatly reduce the 484 

accuracy of trajectory calculations, encloses portions of the low-level mesocyclone immediately 485 

surrounding the tornado vortex; therefore, changes in circulation for these circuits may not always 486 

directly correspond to the evolution of vertical vorticity within the tornado itself. However, most 487 

of the circulation change over the budget period should be related to the rapidly-strengthening 488 

tornado vortex centered within the mesocyclone; this is particularly true because of the strongly 489 
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convergent wind field, which tends to contract the circuits quickly toward the vortex center when 490 

integrated forward in time (not shown). 491 

Fig. 13a compares the total circulation of these circuits 10 min prior to initialization (900 s) 492 

with the values at initialization (1500 s); this is the same integration window used for trajectories 493 

in R16 which were initialized within the tornado at 1500 s. A clear, stable trend is evident wherein 494 

the relative increase in circulation over the 10 min preceding tornadogenesis is larger at lower 495 

heights. Circulation more than doubles over this period for the circuit initialized at 100 m AGL, 496 

while it increases by only 26% initialized at 1000 m AGL. 497 

Fig. 13b presents the integrated contributions to circulation over the preceding 10 min by the 498 

mixing and baroclinic forcing terms for the same circuits in Fig. 13a. The contribution from mixing 499 

is approximately an order of magnitude larger than baroclinity for all circuit initialization heights 500 

in the tornado. As such, the increases in circulation between 900-1500 s seen in Fig. 13a owe 501 

primarily to surface drag. 502 

The dominance of frictional forcing in the circulation budgets for the tornado-enclosing 503 

circuits bolsters confidence in the narrative presented in R16 (c.f. their Figs. 12, 14), particularly 504 

regarding what we termed therein as Mechanism II (the import of frictionally generated vorticity 505 

into the incipient tornado). A chief concern regarding the trajectory analysis in R16 was the 506 

limitation imposed by poor vorticity budget accuracy when parcels descended below the lowest 507 

scalar level (10 m AGL). This limitation forced us to exclude these parcels from our analysis, in 508 

effect placing a lower bound of about 400 m AGL on the height at which we could initialize 509 

trajectories in the tornado (trajectories initialized any lower tended to originate almost exclusively 510 

from below 10 m AGL). Thus, while we demonstrated conclusively that frictional vorticity was 511 

an important source of tornadic vorticity at 400 m AGL, a degree of speculative extrapolation was 512 
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necessary in R16 to invoke this same mechanism near the ground. With the circulation analyses 513 

performed in the present study, frictional vorticity is clearly shown to play a crucial role in the 514 

tornado below 400 m AGL; in fact, its role is increasingly larger with decreasing height down to 515 

at least 100 m AGL. We are therefore much more confident that in FWFRIC, vorticity near the 516 

ground in the incipient tornado at 1500 s is overwhelmingly frictional in origin. The circulation 517 

analyses also show that the contribution of frictionally generated vorticity within the incipient 518 

tornado is greater than for the preceding low-level mesocyclone; this appears to be a consequence 519 

of most air parcels entering the tornado originating from very near the ground, allowing surface 520 

drag to modify their vorticity over an extended duration. 521 

Circuits are also initialized enclosing the strengthening tornado at 1560 s, but the circulation 522 

budgets are much less reliable and some circuits became excessively distorted only 5-7 min into 523 

the backward integration (not shown). In general, the source terms for circulation tendency along 524 

these circuits initialized at 1560 s suggest a somewhat greater role for baroclinic generation than 525 

for the circuits initialized at 1500 s, although frictional generation remains the largest contributor. 526 

This is in line with the theoretical arguments of Dahl (2015) as well as the simulation results of 527 

MS16b, which suggest the relative importance of baroclinic vorticity becomes greater as a tornado 528 

matures. 529 

d. Near-ground vertical wind shear in the inflow region 530 

MB16 raised concerns pertaining to the potential overestimation of near-ground wind shear 531 

in laminar flows for LES simulations, which was shown to be quite severe for their idealized case 532 

initialized with a background wind profile that was constant with height. We wish briefly to 533 

address the potential applicability of this issue to our simulations herein. It is important to 534 

emphasize that the original sounding (MAY3) extracted from a real data simulation had already 535 
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been subject to parameterized PBL mixing, and is further spun up through 48 hours of a 1D column 536 

simulation that includes surface friction to reach a steady state three-force balance. Therefore, our 537 

environmental profile should not suffer from the problem highlighted in MB16, which depicted a 538 

“worst-case scenario” where the model was forced to develop a PBL wind profile from an 539 

(unrealistic) initial profile with zero vertical shear. Thus, in our experiments, we do not expect the 540 

type of extreme near-ground shear overestimation seen in MB16. 541 

In our experiment FWFRIC, the storm-induced flow is subject to surface drag. This means 542 

when the low-level inflow accelerates towards the storm, near-surface shear should increase. It is 543 

worthwhile to evaluate the magnitude of this increase to ensure it is physically reasonable. As a 544 

reference point, we look to Nowotarski and Markowski (2016) (hereafter NM16), who examined 545 

supercell simulations at 200-m horizontal grid spacing; unlike our simulations, they perturbed the 546 

initial PBL flow to induce the development of boundary layer eddies and rolls in the storm 547 

environment. Their simulations also included surface heating due to radiation. As such, their 548 

simulations should not be subject to the concerns raised in MB16. They found that the 0-1 km 549 

SRH calculated from a mean profile in their near-storm inflow environment exceeded that in the 550 

far field by as much as 76%, for experiments with convective rolls primarily perpendicular to the 551 

storm motion (see their Fig. 3 and Table 1). In Fig. 14a, we present a comparison of the MAY3B 552 

hodograph used to initialize our experiments against an average “near-storm” inflow profile in 553 

FWFRIC at 1080 s (during the time period in which we show important effects from surface drag 554 

in our circulation budgets). Fig. 14b shows the spatial context of this average profile within a 555 

horizontal cross-section at 10 m AGL, including the position of the circuit from Fig. 6 at that time. 556 

The 0-1 km SRH in our averaged inflow profile is approximately 79% larger than in MAY3B. The 557 

enhancement to the 0-1 km SRH by surface drag in our near-storm environment (79%) is almost 558 
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identical in magnitude to the perpendicular-roll CBL simulations of NM16 (78%), even though we 559 

do not explicitly introduce thermal perturbations to promote convective eddies and rolls within the 560 

boundary layer. In fact, even if we were to introduce such perturbations, we would not expect 561 

development of significant resolvable eddies in our simulations because no surface radiative 562 

heating is included (as in NM16’s CBL experiments). The SGS turbulence mixing in our 563 

simulations is playing the role of shear-induced eddy mixing and keeping the resolved flow more 564 

or less laminar outside the storm.  565 

4. Summary and discussions 566 

In this study, the low-level mesocyclone evolution was examined in two supercell simulations 567 

differentiated solely by how the surface drag is applied. In the simulation with drag applied to the 568 

full wind (FWFRIC), the mesocyclone rapidly intensified and lowered below 1 km AGL between 569 

1200-1500 s, leading to tornadogenesis; in the simulation with drag applied only to the base-state 570 

wind (EnvFRIC), the mesocyclone only intensified and lowered modestly during this period, and 571 

tornadogenesis did not occur. 572 

Rapid intensification of the low-level mesocyclone in FWFRIC appears to have its origins in 573 

the stronger horizontal convergence along the storm-scale convergence boundary at the surface 574 

(relative to EnvFRIC), which promotes a modestly stronger low-level updraft from 1200-1320 s, 575 

and hence stronger stretching of environmental vorticity after it is tilted into the vertical. Once 576 

vorticity within the low-level mesocyclone begins to ramp up during this period, the corresponding 577 

dynamic pressure drop yields an enhanced upward-directed VPPGF below 1 km AGL and initiates 578 

a positive feedback cycle of intensification and lowering of the mesocyclone. The presence of 579 

large frictionally-generated vorticity in the inflow region east of the convergence boundary in 580 

FWFRIC is a key factor which sustains this cycle for several minutes, culminating in 581 
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tornadogenesis by 1500 s. In EnvFRIC, relatively weaker convergence at the surface (and 582 

associated low-level updraft) hampers the establishment of this feedback cycle. Furthermore, even 583 

to the limited extent that the feedback does occur in EnvFRIC, the lack of frictionally-enhanced 584 

horizontal vorticity for parcels near the ground further inhibits its progression relative to FWFRIC. 585 

Leslie (1971) proposed a mechanism by which a vortex may build downward with time 586 

through a bootstrap process known as the dynamic pipe effect (DPE), and this idea has influenced 587 

the subsequent literature on tornadogenesis. The positive feedback observed during the low-level 588 

mesocyclone intensification and lowering in FWFRIC shares some similarities with the DPE. 589 

Trapp and Davies-Jones (1997) used analytical and numerical models to illustrate a theoretical 590 

basis for the role of the DPE in real-world tornadogenesis. Davies-Jones et al. (2001), however, 591 

argued against the DPE as a mechanism capable of generating a vortex at the ground from purely 592 

barotropic vorticity; in other words, the midlevel mesocyclone formed from tilting environmental 593 

vorticity probably cannot build all the way to the ground simply through the bootstrap process. 594 

Nonetheless, the DPE can potentially explain the lowering of a mesocyclone below 1 km AGL, 595 

particularly in cases where horizontal streamwise vorticity is very large at the time it is tilted into 596 

the vertical. Wicker and Wilhelmson (1995) and Noda and Niino (2010) noted dynamically-597 

induced lowering of the low-level mesocyclone similar to that in FWFRIC herein; in their 598 

simulations, baroclinic vorticity provided the surplus of horizontal vorticity near the ground 599 

necessary for rapid vortex stretching below 1 km AGL. 600 

The circulation analyses we presented for FWFRIC during mesocyclone intensification show 601 

that frictional circulation is generated rapidly on segments of the circuit lying near the ground in 602 

the inflow region. A conceptualized illustration of this circuit evolution is presented in Fig. 15a, 603 

with an annotated zoom of the drag-induced circulation generation region in Fig. 15b. Note that 604 
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the convergence boundary is simply a near-ground wind shift line bisecting the low-level 605 

mesocyclone, separating generally westward-directed (to the northeast of the boundary) vs. 606 

eastward-directed (to the southwest of the boundary) flows (c.f. Fig. 6a). When parcels are drawn 607 

upward into the low-level mesocyclone from the inflow region east of the boundary (e.g., the red 608 

zone along the ground in Fig. 15a and b) and their horizontal vorticity is tilted into the vertical, the 609 

large frictionally-generated vorticity component gives them a “head start” in cyclonic vorticity 610 

amplification, relative to near-ground parcels drawn into the mesocyclone in EnvFRIC. The initial 611 

horizontal vorticity of the near-ground parcels in EnvFRIC is approximately limited to that of the 612 

background environment, as drag has not acted to enhance vorticity within the inflow region in 613 

that experiment. Bluestein (2007) argues that low-precipitation supercells, owing to their lack of 614 

strong cold pools, should not be expected to produce strong low-level mesocyclones “unless there 615 

is strong, pre-existing horizontal vorticity in the boundary layer.” During the early stages of our 616 

simulated storm in the present study, the storm shares thermodynamic characteristics with a low-617 

precipitation supercell, so similar logic applies. While the background shear in the sounding used 618 

for both of our experiments features considerable vorticity in the boundary layer (e.g., 0-1 km SRH 619 

of 435 m2 s-2), the substantial enhancement of vorticity by drag within the lowest few hundred 620 

meters AGL in FWFRIC appears to tip the scale in favor of rapid mesocyclogenesis down to 400 621 

m AGL. 622 

Although our results are robust in terms of the signal in the circulation budgets, as well as the 623 

agreement between the interpolated (from model predicted fields) and integrated values of 624 

circulation in the budgets, there are a couple of caveats that bear reiterating. First, our treatment of 625 

circuit parcels passing below 10 m AGL introduces a certain degree of uncertainty (there are no 626 

grid levels below 10 m AGL to resolve the near-wall gradient of flow). Second, LES turbulence 627 
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schemes tend to overestimate near-wall shear of wall-parallel flows, which may quantitatively 628 

affect the amount of vorticity generation by the surface drag. We again note that this problem is 629 

different from the shear overestimation problem specific to laminar flow in LES discussed in 630 

MB16; in our case, the inflow profile comes from a background sounding already subject to the 631 

effects of surface drag, and is in a three-force balance. 632 

Our analysis of circuits enclosing the incipient tornado at 1500 s in FWFRIC corroborates the 633 

critical role of frictionally-generated vorticity that we proposed in R16. Furthermore, the 634 

circulation budgets for these circuits quantitatively demonstrate an unsurprising but important fact: 635 

within the lowest 1 km AGL of the tornado, frictional forcing accounts for a decreasing proportion 636 

of the total circulation with height. At 100 m AGL, more than half of the total circulation 637 

surrounding the tornado at 1500 s owes directly to friction. This suggests that despite the large 638 

barotropic vorticity in this layer from the background wind shear, new vorticity generated by 639 

friction within accelerating inflow during the 5-8 min prior to tornadogenesis can be the most 640 

important source of tornadic vorticity near the ground. In future work, we plan to investigate this 641 

phenomenon by applying circulation budget analysis to a wider array of simulations, including 642 

those with heterogeneous initial conditions and tornadoes which occur in the presence of an 643 

established cold pool. We also plan to perform additional idealized simulations with different 644 

sounding profiles and different drag coefficients, which should help to clarify how generalizable 645 

the conclusions of R16 and the present study are for tornadic storms. 646 
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List of Figures 751 

Fig. 1. Domainwide time-height cross sections between 600-1500 s for FWFRIC of (a) 752 

maximum updraft and (b) maximum vertical vorticity. The dashed and solid black lines denote 753 

times t = 1320 s and t = 1380 s, respectively. (c-d) as in (a-b), but for EnvFRIC. 754 

Fig. 2. Vertical meridional cross-section through the mesocyclone center in FWFRIC of 755 

perturbation pressure (shaded) and the 0.05 s-1 vertical vorticity contour (magenta) at (a) 1200 s 756 

(x = 35875 m), (b) 1260 s (x = 35875 m), (c) 1320 s (x = 35875 m), and (d) 1380 s (x = 35775 757 

m). The corresponding plots for EnvFRIC are given for (e) 1200 s (x = 35775 m), (f) 1260 s (x = 758 

35625 m), (g) 1320 s (x = 35625 m), and (h) 1380 s (x = 35525 m). 759 

Fig. 3. Horizontal cross-section at 1000 m AGL displaying the 0.3 g kg-1 rainwater mixing 760 

ratio contour (purple), vertical velocity contours (orange; every 10 m s-1 for w ≥ 10 m s-1), 761 

vertical vorticity (shaded), and wind vectors; for FWFRIC at (a) 1200 s and (b) 1380 s, and for 762 

EnvFRIC at (c) 1200 s and (d) 1380 s. The heavy dashed green line in each panel denotes the 763 

plane of the vertical cross-section for the corresponding time in in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4. 764 

Fig. 4. As in Fig. 2, but the shaded quantity is the vertical perturbation pressure gradient 765 

force, and the magenta contour is the 20 m s-1
 vertical velocity contour. 766 

Fig. 5. Overview of material circuits initialized enclosing the mesocyclone at 500 m AGL 767 

and 1320 s. Horizontal cross-section of vertical vorticity (shaded), the 0.3 g kg-1 rainwater 768 

mixing ratio contour (purple), wind vectors, and the initial material circuit (black contour) at 769 

1320 s and 500 m AGL in (a) FWFRIC and (b) EnvFRIC. Time series of circulation about the 770 

material circuit interpolated from model wind field (solid black), integrated from forcing terms 771 

(solid green), integrated from mixing forcing only (dashed red), and integrated from baroclinic 772 

forcing only (dashed blue) for (c) FWFRIC and (d) EnvFRIC. Time series of circulation 773 
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tendency owing to frictional forcing (red), baroclinic forcing (blue), and net forcing (green) for 774 

(e) FWFRIC and (f) EnvFRIC. 775 

Fig. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for circuits initialized at 500 m AGL and 1380 s. The integration 776 

window begins at 780 s for these circuits. 777 

Fig. 7. Heat map of parcel height distribution over the integration period for the circuit 778 

initialized (a) in FWFRIC at 1320 s, (b) in FWFRIC as 1380 s, (c) in EnvFRIC at 1320 s, and (d) 779 

in EnvFRIC at 1380 s. The bins are 10 s along the abscissa and 40 m along the ordinate. In each 780 

bin, the shading represents the fraction of all parcels at that time which lie within the height bin 781 

(note that the total number of parcels comprising the circuit varies in time, so the shading does 782 

not correspond to an absolute number of parcels). 783 

Fig. 8. Evolution of material circuit initialized at 1320 s around the low-level mesocyclone 784 

at 500 m AGL in FWFRIC. All panels represent the same circuit. In each row, the panels 785 

progress forward in time from left to right according to the labels at the top of the figure, 786 

concluding with the circular circuit at 1320 s on the right. In the top row, parcels along the circuit 787 

are colored by height to help clarify the circuit’s 3D structure. In the middle row, parcels are 788 

colored by F*dl/|dl| (the “mixing term”) for the adjacent circuit segment, which represents the 789 

local contribution to F*dl for that segment. In the bottom row, parcels are colored by B dz/|dl| 790 

(the “baroclinic term”), which represents the local contribution to B dz for the adjacent circuit 791 

segment. 792 

Fig. 9. As in Fig. 8, except for material circuit initialized around the low-level mesocyclone 793 

in FWFRIC at 500 m AGL at 1380 s. 794 

Fig. 10. As in Fig. 8, except for material circuit initialized around the low-level mesocyclone 795 

in EnvFRIC at 500 m AGL at 1380 s. 796 
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Fig. 11. (a) Circulation about the material circuits initialized at 1320 s in FWFRIC; values 797 

are presented at the beginning of the budget integration window (720 s, green) and the end of the 798 

window (1320 s, blue), and the percentage change over the period is given above the blue bar. 799 

These values are plotted for three separate circuits which were initialized surrounding the 800 

mesocyclone at 500 m, 1000 m, and 2000 m AGL. (b) Contribution to circulation from the 801 

mixing (red) and baroclinic (blue) forcing terms over the 10 min integration window for the 802 

same circuits in FWFRIC. (c) Same as (a), but for the equivalent circuits in EnvFRIC. (d) Same 803 

as (b), but for the equivalent circuits in EnvFRIC. 804 

Fig. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for circuits initialized at 1380 s. The beginning of the budget 805 

integration window for these circuits is 780 s. 806 

Fig. 13. (a) Circulation about material circuits initialized at six heights enclosing the 807 

incipient tornado in FWFRIC at 1500 s; values are presented at the beginning (900 s, green) and 808 

end (1500 s, blue) of the budget integration window, and the relative change over the period is 809 

given above each blue bar. (b) Contribution to circulation from the mixing (red) and baroclinic 810 

(blue) forcing terms over the 10 min integration window for the same circuits. 811 

Fig. 14. (a) Comparison of hodographs for the initial sounding MAY3B (blue), and an 812 

average of nine points in the inflow region in FWFRIC at 1080 s (green). (b) Horizontal cross-813 

section at 10 m AGL in FWFRIC at 1080 s of horizontal vorticity (shaded) and wind vectors. 814 

The nine yellow hexagons denote points from which the averaged “near-storm” hodograph in (a) 815 

is derived. The position at 1080 s for the circuit from Fig. 6 is overlaid for context, colored by 816 

the local parcel height AGL. 817 

Fig. 15. (a) Conceptual model for evolution of a circuit which encloses the low-level 818 

mesocyclone in FWFRIC during rapid intensification. The partial cube in the background (light 819 
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gray with gridlines) is viewed from above and the southeast, with walls drawn on its bottom, 820 

western, and northern faces. The circuit is denoted by a blue curve with snapshots shown at two 821 

different times: t = t0, and t = t0 - 5 min. The blue arrows along the circuit indicate the sense of 822 

total circulation. The gray shaded region enclosed in a heavy line is the horizontal projection of 823 

the circuit at t = t0 - 5 min onto the ground. The southeastern portion of the circuit at this time 824 

descends below 100 m AGL, where a northeastward-directed frictional force generates large 825 

positive circulation tendency; the area containing the circuit segment where this occurs is shaded 826 

in red. The horizontal ground-relative wind at 10 m AGL is given by black vectors, while the 827 

frictional force at 10 m AGL is given by the purple vector. The green curve denotes the position 828 

of the convergence boundary at 10 m AGL, which is located south and west of the main 829 

frictional generation zone. (b) Zoomed view of the red circle in (a), which lies in a horizontal 830 

plane at approximately 10 m AGL. Vectors and blue curve are the same as in (a), but annotated 831 

to clarify the physical processes and emphasize that the drag force and circuit circulation are 832 

both directed toward the northeast in this area. 833 

 834 
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 836 

Fig. 1. Domainwide time-height cross sections between 600-1500 s for FWFRIC of (a) 837 

maximum updraft and (b) maximum vertical vorticity. The dashed and solid black lines denote 838 

times t = 1320 s and t = 1380 s, respectively. (c-d) as in (a-b), but for EnvFRIC.  839 
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 840 

Fig. 2. Vertical meridional cross-section through the mesocyclone center in FWFRIC of 841 

perturbation pressure (shaded) and the 0.05 s-1 vertical vorticity contour (magenta) at (a) 1200 s 842 

(x = 35875 m), (b) 1260 s (x = 35875 m), (c) 1320 s (x = 35875 m), and (d) 1380 s (x = 35775 843 

m). The corresponding plots for EnvFRIC are given for (e) 1200 s (x = 35775 m), (f) 1260 s (x = 844 

35625 m), (g) 1320 s (x = 35625 m), and (h) 1380 s (x = 35525 m). 845 
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 847 

Fig. 3. Horizontal cross-section at 1000 m AGL displaying the 0.3 g kg-1 rainwater mixing ratio 848 

contour (purple), vertical velocity contours (orange; every 10 m s-1 for w ≥ 10 m s-1), vertical 849 

vorticity (shaded), and wind vectors; for FWFRIC at (a) 1200 s and (b) 1380 s, and for EnvFRIC 850 

at (c) 1200 s and (d) 1380 s. The heavy dashed green line in each panel denotes the plane of the 851 

vertical cross-section for the corresponding time in in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4. 852 
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 853 

Fig. 4. As in Fig. 2, but the shaded quantity is the vertical perturbation pressure gradient force, 854 

and the magenta contour is the 20 m s-1
 vertical velocity contour. 855 

  856 
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 857 

Fig. 5. Overview of material circuits initialized enclosing the mesocyclone at 500 m AGL and 858 

1320 s. Horizontal cross-section of vertical vorticity (shaded), the 0.3 g kg-1 rainwater mixing 859 

ratio contour (purple), wind vectors, and the initial material circuit (black contour) at 1320 s and 860 

500 m AGL in (a) FWFRIC and (b) EnvFRIC. Time series of circulation about the material 861 

circuit interpolated from model wind field (solid black), integrated from forcing terms (solid 862 

green), integrated from mixing forcing only (dashed red), and integrated from baroclinic forcing 863 
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only (dashed blue) for (c) FWFRIC and (d) EnvFRIC. Time series of circulation tendency owing 864 

to frictional forcing (red), baroclinic forcing (blue), and net forcing (green) for (e) FWFRIC and 865 

(f) EnvFRIC. 866 

  867 
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 868 

Fig. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for circuits initialized at 500 m AGL and 1380 s. The integration window 869 

begins at 780 s for these circuits. 870 

  871 
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 872 

Fig. 7. Heat map of parcel height distribution over the integration period for the circuit initialized 873 

(a) in FWFRIC at 1320 s, (b) in FWFRIC as 1380 s, (c) in EnvFRIC at 1320 s, and (d) in 874 

EnvFRIC at 1380 s. The bins are 10 s along the abscissa and 40 m along the ordinate. In each 875 

bin, the shading represents the fraction of all parcels at that time which lie within the height bin 876 

(note that the total number of parcels comprising the circuit varies in time, so the shading does 877 

not correspond to an absolute number of parcels). 878 

  879 
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 880 

Fig. 8. Evolution of material circuit initialized at 1320 s around the low-level mesocyclone at 881 

500 m AGL in FWFRIC. All panels represent the same circuit. In each row, the panels progress 882 
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forward in time from left to right according to the labels at the top of the figure, concluding with 883 

the circular circuit at 1320 s on the right. In the top row, parcels along the circuit are colored by 884 

height to help clarify the circuit’s 3D structure. In the middle row, parcels are colored by 885 

F*dl/|dl| (the “mixing term”) for the adjacent circuit segment, which represents the local 886 

contribution to F*dl for that segment. In the bottom row, parcels are colored by B dz/|dl| (the 887 

“baroclinic term”), which represents the local contribution to B dz for the adjacent circuit 888 

segment. 889 

 890 
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 891 

Fig. 9. As in Fig. 8, except for material circuit initialized around the low-level mesocyclone in 892 

FWFRIC at 500 m AGL at 1380 s. 893 
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 894 

Fig. 10. As in Fig. 8, except for material circuit initialized around the low-level mesocyclone in 895 

EnvFRIC at 500 m AGL at 1380 s. 896 
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 897 

Fig. 11. (a) Circulation about the material circuits initialized at 1320 s in FWFRIC; values are 898 

presented at the beginning of the budget integration window (720 s, green) and the end of the 899 

window (1320 s, blue), and the percentage change over the period is given above the blue bar. 900 

These values are plotted for three separate circuits which were initialized surrounding the 901 

mesocyclone at 500 m, 1000 m, and 2000 m AGL. (b) Contribution to circulation from the 902 

mixing (red) and baroclinic (blue) forcing terms over the 10 min integration window for the 903 

same circuits in FWFRIC. (c) Same as (a), but for the equivalent circuits in EnvFRIC. (d) Same 904 

as (b), but for the equivalent circuits in EnvFRIC. 905 
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 906 

Fig. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for circuits initialized at 1380 s. The beginning of the budget 907 

integration window for these circuits is 780 s. 908 

 909 
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 910 

Fig. 13. (a) Circulation about material circuits initialized at six heights enclosing the incipient 911 

tornado in FWFRIC at 1500 s; values are presented at the beginning (900 s, green) and end (1500 912 

s, blue) of the budget integration window, and the relative change over the period is given above 913 

each blue bar. (b) Contribution to circulation from the mixing (red) and baroclinic (blue) forcing 914 

terms over the 10 min integration window for the same circuits. 915 
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 916 

Fig. 14. (a) Comparison of hodographs for the initial sounding MAY3B (blue), and an average of 917 

nine points in the inflow region in FWFRIC at 1080 s (green). (b) Horizontal cross-section at 10 918 

m AGL in FWFRIC at 1080 s of horizontal vorticity (shaded) and wind vectors. The nine yellow 919 

hexagons denote points from which the averaged “near-storm” hodograph in (a) is derived. The 920 

position at 1080 s for the circuit from Fig. 6 is overlaid for context, colored by the local parcel 921 

height AGL. 922 
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 923 

 924 

Fig. 15. (a) Conceptual model for evolution of a circuit which encloses the low-level 925 

mesocyclone in FWFRIC during rapid intensification. The partial cube in the background (light 926 

gray with gridlines) is viewed from above and the southeast, with walls drawn on its bottom, 927 

western, and northern faces. The circuit is denoted by a blue curve with snapshots shown at two 928 
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different times: t = t0, and t = t0 - 5 min. The blue arrows along the circuit indicate the sense of 929 

total circulation. The gray shaded region enclosed in a heavy line is the horizontal projection of 930 

the circuit at t = t0 - 5 min onto the ground. The southeastern portion of the circuit at this time 931 

descends below 100 m AGL, where a northeastward-directed frictional force generates large 932 

positive circulation tendency; the area containing the circuit segment where this occurs is shaded 933 

in red. The horizontal ground-relative wind at 10 m AGL is given by black vectors, while the 934 

frictional force at 10 m AGL is given by the purple vector. The green curve denotes the position 935 

of the convergence boundary at 10 m AGL, which is located south and west of the main 936 

frictional generation zone. (b) Zoomed view of the red circle in (a), which lies in a horizontal 937 

plane at approximately 10 m AGL. Vectors and blue curve are the same as in (a), but annotated 938 

to clarify the physical processes and emphasize that the drag force and circuit circulation are 939 

both directed toward the northeast in this area. 940 
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